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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Lily White cardstock as layout base. Trim two 12”x 
5.75” pieces of Pearl Gray cardstock. Adhere to bottom half 
of layout. 

2 Use a scallop border punch on Counting Down paper (black 
heart side) to create two 12”x .25” strips. Adhere border 
strips directly above gray cardstock.

3 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp #remembered 
repeatedly in upper left corner of layout, layering images 
atop one another. Then repeatedly stamp #documented in 
the same way on lower right corner of layout.

4	 Print	seven	3”x	4”	photos.	Matte	first	photo	on	Pearl	Gray	
cardstock with a .125” border. Adhere to layout, 2.25” 
from left edge and 2” from top edge. Matte second photo 
on Sealed With a Kiss paper (aqua arrow side) with .125” 
border	and	adhere	directly	right	of	first	photo,	5.5”	from	left	
edge. Matte third photo on Bloom paper	(floral	side	-	spray	
with yellow ink, if desired) and adhere 8.75” from left edge.

5 Trim pink You Are My Happy card from Journaling Card 
Elements paper. Adhere to layout, 12” from left edge and 
2”	from	top	edge.	Select	pink	heart	and	floral	cluster	from	
ephemera pack. Adhere to center of card. Select aqua 
hexagon SPRING sticker from sticker sheet and apply to 
card. Embellish with yellow vintage button as shown.

6 Trim the heart envelope card from Journaling Card 
Elements paper. Matte fourth photo on card and adhere to 
layout, 6” from right edge and 2” from top edge. 

7 Type or write journaling to the right of fourth photo as 
shown.  

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

SPRING BREAK (24x12)
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w Select aqua tag and teal 
NEW ADVENTURES tag 
from ephemera pack. Adhere 
in upper left corner, 2.5” from left edge, allowing tags to 
hang off top edge of layout.

e	 Using	kit	stamps	with	pink	ink,	stamp	flower	on	Lily	White	
cardstock. Trim out and use dimensional adhesive to adhere 
to left of tags on top edge of layout. Embellish with enamel 
dots as shown.

8 Trim pink love tag from kit printables. Tie twine bow 
through top of tag, if desired. Adhere to layout 2.25” from 
left edge and 1.5” from bottom edge. Select large pink 
flower	from	ephemera	pack	and	adhere	on	left	side	of	
tag. Select yellow hexagon JOY sticker from sticker sheet 
and	apply	to	right	of	flower.	Embellish	with	pink	vintage	
button.

9	 Matte	fifth	photo	on	Lily	White	cardstock	with	a	.125”	
border. Adhere to right of love tag, 5.5” from left edge. 
Mount sixth photo on Sealed With a Kiss paper (aqua 
arrow	side	-	spray	with	aqua	ink	if	desired)	and	adhere	
8.75” from left edge. Mount last photo on Hello Beautiful 
paper (gray heart side) and adhere to layout, 8.75” from 
right edge.

0	 Die-cut	the	word	“break” from Lily White cardstock at 6”x 
1.75”. Adhere to layout in lower right, 2.25” from bottom 
edge. Adhere acrylic spring title	above	die-cut.	Select	puffy	
alpha	stickers	and	adhere	below	die-cut.

{ Select pink heart ribbon from ephemera pack and trim off 
banners. Adhere to right of acrylic title. Select yellow you 
make my heart happy tag from ephemera pack and cut into 
banner shape. Adhere to right of ribbon. Embellish with 
black vintage button and enamel dots as shown.

} Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp date tag onto Lily 
White Cardstock. Trim out, add date with black pen, and 
adhere to left of love tag on left side of layout.

q Add stitching around outer edge of layout with black 
thread, if desired.
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1 Select Marshmallow Ombre cardstock 
for layout base. Trim a 12”x .5” piece 
of With All My Heart paper (stripe side) 
and adhere along bottom edge.

2	 Use	the	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	
two hello titles at 6” wide from each 
of the following: Counting Up paper 
(black heart side); Bloom paper (pink 
chevron side); One Fine Day paper (pink 
starburst side); and Sealed With a Kiss 
paper (aqua arrow side.)

3 Adhere one dark pink hello title in upper right, .75” from 
right edge and 1” from top edge. Adhere one black hello 
title in upper left corner, .5” from left edge and .75” from 
top edge. Adhere one aqua hello title vertically on right 
edge, .5” from right edge and 2.25” from top edge.

5 Adhere second dark pink hello title vertically on left edge, 
.5” from left edge and 3” from bottom edge. Adhere light 
pink hello title in upper left, 1” from left edge and 2.5” from 
top edge.

6 Adhere second black hello title in lower right, .5” from right 
edge and 2.5” from bottom edge. Adhere second aqua 
hello title on bottom left, 1” from left edge and 2” from 
bottom edge.

7 Trim the pink bicycle tag from kit printables. Tie twine bow 
through tag, if desired. Adhere to layout slightly angled, 2” 
from top edge and 2” from right edge. Embellish corner of 
tag with three enamel dots.

8 Print a 5”x 6” photo and use dimensional adhesive to 
adhere atop pink tag, 2” from right edge and 2.25” from 
top edge. 

9 Select tan journaling card and add journaling. Use kit 
stamps with tan ink to stamp “JUST BE YOU” several times 
in center box on card. Use dimensional adhesive to adhere 
left of photo, angling slightly and tucking right edge under 
photo.

0 Adhere last light pink hello title below photo as shown. 
Select puffy sticker alphabet to complete title. Adhere 
under pink hello title in lower right corner. Embellish with 
three enamel dots.

{  Thread black and pink 
vintage buttons with 
thread, if desired. 
Adhere in lower 
left, 1” from left 
edge and 2.25” 
from bottom edge. 
Embellish with three 
enamel dots. 

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

HELLO HAPPY (12x12)
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step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions
 Q U A R T E R L Y  C R A F T  K I T S

1 Trim Pinkini cardstock to 8.5”x 5.5”. Score and fold in half to 
create	a	right-opening	card	base.

2 Trim a 4”x5.25” piece of Fly A Kite paper (plaid side) and 
add machine stitching around outer edge, if desired. 
Adhere to center of card base. 

3 Trim out All You Need Is Love card from Journaling Card 
Elements paper. Adhere to card, .5” from top edge and .5” 
from right edge.

4 Select yellow rose and green leaves from ephemera pack. 
Adhere on left side of card as shown. Thread a yellow 
vintage button with twine, if desired, and adhere to center 
of yellow rose.

5 Select the aqua bordered tag from ephemera pack. Adhere 
to bottom of card, .25” from right edge and .5” from 
bottom edge.

6 Select pink lovely acrylic title and gently break off the "ly" 
portion. Adhere to card in center of aqua tag.

LOVE CARD (4.25x5.5)

hello
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Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer  

living in Colorado with 

her husband, two kids, 

and a menagerie of 

spoiled pets. 

Like many scrappers, Lisa 

was introduced to the 

scrapbooking in 1998 at a Creative Memories party. 

Her	first	scrap	project	was	an	album	documenting	

her honeymoon, complete with shaped photos and 

a	plethora	of	beach-themed	stickers!	In	the	years	

following, her style evolved and in 2003, she had her 

first	layout	published	in	Simple	Scrapbooks	magazine.	

Since	then,	she	has	contributed	to	several	magazines	

and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring 

the book Design Workshop from Ella Publishing. 

When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, cook-

ing and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:

www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

designer & kit printables

To download these exclusive Hello Beautiful 
printable	tag	files,	please	visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctspring17-hello-beautiful

Grab your bikini & sunscreen and get ready 
to hit the beach with our summer kits! 

They’ll be available June 1, 2017 so be sure
to mark your calendar!
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